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We in the editing team have been continuously impressed with the creative work
Hull students are able to produce in their downtime. This edition of the Hull
Scribbler proves no differently, as we have recieved some great pieces
of prose, poetry, photography and digital artwork. We’ve additionally
been able to gain the perspective of Jane Gibson, the successful
director and Vice Chair of ‘Spirit of 2012.’ For this edition, we
have partnered with HU Writers, who showcase writing
and performing in the university. Lecturer and leader,
Martin Goodman, has written a piece detailing
the inspiration for the group, along with the
group’s contact details. We Scribblers
urge everyone to get involved. We
have also been greatly enjoying
Hull’s year as ‘City of Culture,’
which has undoubtedly
inspired Hull’s many
creative thinkers.
Happy Scribbling!
-Ashleigh
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Jane Gibson
The director and Vice Chair of ‘Spirit of 2012’ talks about
the ways in which Hull has been an inspiration.

We are celebrating the role of the place at the end of the railway line and the people who made our
time here so special. The Humber Bridge had only opened the previous year when we arrived and local people were still mystified as to why a bridge was even necessary. “Who wants to go to Scunthorpe anyway” was regularly overheard. I became a big Rugby League fan, the black and white of Hull
of course, not the red and white of Hull KR. This became one of my strongest links with the resident
population as I met the same people in the stands of the Boulevard and on the bus to Away matches.
Wearing a Hull scarf was a good way to stay safe on a Saturday night too. Drama students have a
certain way of dressing which could have attracted attention, but we wanted to blend in. W
Hull Truck in Spring Street was our stomping ground too. We spent time with a mixture of local
staff, Northern actors, youth theatre members, audiences from Hull and beyond. All these characters
formed the backdrop of our city of culture in 1982.
I remember a youth theatre member telling me she was pregnant. She confided in me, a child
myself. “You’ll have to tell your mum” is all I remember saying. “Will you come with me, I’m scared”. I
can’t even remember the details of that huge moment in her life, but I think it went ok. A distant memory of two people crying and hugging each other in the theatre foyer.
In my grown up world I am Vice Chair of Spirit of 2012, one of the principal funders of City of
Culture 2017. We fund partners across the UK that provide opportunities in sports, physical activity, arts and culture, volunteering and social action. Spirit was founded to continue and recreate the
spirit of pride, positivity and social connectedness that people experienced during the London 2012
Games. I am honoured that I get to spend a lot of time in Hull this year, watching progress and sharing the joy that culture is bringing to people who have always loved the place and who are relishing

Thirty-five years ago, Hull entered my life. Fast forward to Sunday 9th April 2017 and I find myself,
once again, in a student house, surrounded by friends who knowingly or unknowingly made me
the person I am today. And I’m writing an essay. I’m sucking the end of my pencil trying to find the
right words. I haven’t got my computer with me, just a notebook, which is how we used to do all our
written work. We are in the midst of a reunion of Drama students who studied at Hull in the early
eighties. The catalyst for our visit is the hosting of the National Student Drama Festival as part of
the City of Culture 2017 programme. But Hull has always been a cultural city to us.
We have spent the weekend rediscovering all our old haunts. The streets that we cycled
down, the houses where we hatched our hopes and dreams, the pubs and clubs that shaped our
views on music, politics, art, love, life. We note shops that have long gone and cafes that served
the best late night fadges and pies. We are going through the process of pure nostalgia, although
it isn’t overly indulgent or lachrymose. We are joyously exploring how Hull shaped us and launched
us out into the unsuspecting world.

the opportunity to speak of it to the world in their words. To roar it, actually.
Martin Green, the Director of the Culture Company talks about Hull having a unique cultural
voice. He is right, it has, and any of us who have spent time here, know that. I think it is to do with
being at the edge of the world. I felt the same when I lived in Northumberland and worked in Newcastle. There is strength in a place that gets cuts off when it snows, where the border starts and ends,
where half the drive-time population is in the North Sea. There is an independence and fierceness in
the people of Hull that speaks of generations of trawler men and their wives and families, of pioneers
in aviation, politics, music, social reform and poetry.
On January 1st at 20:17, seventeen minutes past eight, I stood with thousands of others to
watch the opening event of the Made In Hull season programme. Earlier that evening I had shared a
moment with Rosie Millard, Chair of the City of Culture Board and a fellow alumna of the Drama Department. We clung to each other in wordless recognition of the pride we felt that decades later, we
could help shape the future of a place that had shaped us.

I’ve spent the last two years trying to figure out how to pull this trigger finger from my mouth
and blast the sour blackness out
into the sunshine.

Sincerely,
Sincerity
by Taylor Han

I had been led across the melting ice by Ritalin-spiked pike bearers wearing garish grins and
Nike Airs.
Spare me the walk and the pompous talk as if my ego couldn’t get any bigger, awkward
mathematics don’t add up like self-made orphans trying to find father figures.
I didn’t really plan on coming to the disco so I decided to lash myself to the mast and brace for
the face to face reconciliation of the bass with bearded sea captains and acidic rap.
And now I’m back from balmy islands with steadfast shanties whose tenants taught me how
to seppuku with pen tips instead of pissing in the wind four flights up over the abyss.
I could never write accurately about this trip through the world of nomads who come from
good homes and horny Ronin who only eat palindromes.
It’s over.
The part concerning form, I mean.
At least for the time being while I figure out how to slay the residual effects of watching Death
Row inmates go through their daily exercise routines.
Even I don’t really know what I mean.
But I’m happy.
Happy that I sat on the stoop that evening and started stitching rhythms into my forearms and
listening to the alien beats rising from a city I was destined to leave.
So,
thank you, miss Ana Carrete and
thank you
for listening.

I came to polish the altars of false idols idly worshipped by the would-be pious.
I’m not really like that but pricewise it’s cheaper than feeding all the old men I can see
from the upper deck of the bus as I ride through the city.
Maybe one of them can teach me how to steal and I can stop feeling obligated to adhere
to a misinformed version of “New Sincerity.”

Get Up,
Get Down,
Get Outro
by Taylor Han

It’s in the blinding light of this newfound stage time that washed up cuckolds ask me
where my responsibilities lie, as if me and this third eye haven’t been content to lie and lie in
wait for the thaw and have this mic seal my fate.
Song lyrics aren’t relevant in spheres where the girls dance with limes in their mouths and
all the men wear button downs under pea-coats and permanent scowls.
This boom-box is heavier than a bazooka filled with moon rocks but gave me the chance
to walk through the island of misfit sex toys to the broken down siege engines rendered useless
by cut lips and covered up bruises.
Any time I start to lose faith in the New Wave I simply listen to soft hands play hard jazz
in back up bands with grit in their teeth and shoes filled with sand the Music,
will turn Lost Boys into Found men, playing songs for empty restaurants before I ask
them where the soul went.
Sure, you’re old school but
this is New Wave vomit.
Promise me you’ll behave if I feel the need to explain so tell me old timer: what do you
know about rage? What do you know about rhyme? If you ask me you should do what old writers do, and die before it’s your time.
I had been hoping for a magnum opus to justify this disgusting self-indulgence but realized there might not be a difference between that and getting older.
I’ll have to leave soon to go home and sort out some semblance of order, be a choir boy
again on the border between mania and torpor but before that ink stained gore gets spilled I just
needed to pay the bill on this anger.
Be still.
Before the death of punk rock gets killed. Pill popping rude kids with bad attitudes and
under pillow booze, do as I say not as I do.
Words are worth worrying over.
Always the best way of doing violence like slitting the throat of awkward silences I thought
that by this time I’d have finalized a way to end poems early and save space, but I guess that’s
just the price that has to be paid,
to sail on the New Wave.

Little Thieves Hang
by Demi J Ward

Gold thrones, rubies and blood-red wine:
They each and I are sanguine, saccharine.
Notice those who warrant my gallows tie
Are oddly susceptible to accidents and die.
Better a living rogue than poor and a slave;
Better to be wanted dead than already in a
grave.
Oh, Thief-Queen, how is it you’re still alive?
Little thieves hang, children, great ones thrive.

Original artwork by Demi J Ward

The Travellers Bought a Barn Owl
The most thought-provoking thing in our thought-provoking time is that we are still not thinking.
—Martin Heidegger
Beatrice Anne Darla was renamed Birdy at age six, after a short fever made her sinuses whistle like a young Tyto
alba whenever she breathed.
The name was first coined by her father, Arthur Darla. He was a fort of a man, shaped from the little bit of
farmland that, until recently, he would toil in daily. Luckily for Arthur, his marzipan disposition led to a marriage
with a picture of a person who was blessed with something of a higher nature. This was his wife, Ajay. She was a
slender thing with deep ebony hair and carmine eyes that lay in a warm, peachy face. It was a face that was at its
most tranquil when bobbing along the country roads where she and Arthur grew up.
The last of the Darla family was Rupert: a seemingly untameable post-puppy whom, until the age of three, the
family could not trust to be left alone with the chickens. He was the youngest and, as such, was doted upon by
the entire family.
When Birdy reached the age of fifteen, she had — unlike most of her classmates — a great fascination for
the outside, which her father put down to ‘good roots, in good soil’. It would not have been much of a surprise to
either parent to find her climbing tall-limbed yews, catching traveling sailor beetles or nursing brown-breasted
hedgehogs back to life during the Easter holidays. Her parents humoured this tender nature of their daughter
and tried with the utmost perseverance to stop dim Rupert from crushing her projects, especially when he came
bowling home with bits of branch or a stolen rugby ball clasped between his lock-like jaws.
At the western end of the family’s area of land stood an old ash tree, and on the eve of Birdy’s sixteenth birthday
she began to find much comfort in sleeping under its branches. These branches brushed the sky and wrapped
the filigree moonlight in the great expanse of the arms that shot from its aging, broad, burly body. It happened
that on those lonely July evenings — while she lay there, feet in her sleeping-bag and head pressed into a pillow
of foliage — the shaky tree would talk to her. It rambled about the bombardment of bombers that blitzed the
sister cities and sent shockwaves through its roots, causing its leaves to turn a peculiar shade of heather. It spoke
of when it saw the hacking and sawing and toppling of its many friends when the men arrived, replacing what it
had known with roads or short shanty towns, and of the other people that wandered there. It would talk of a pair
and how they fought: a boy’s scrawny hand clutching at the weeds above a girl’s dark hair, while both sets of eyes
were propelled upwards to look through the old tree’s substantial fingers.
‘Funny pair… with her bright pink eyes... hmrr… small obsidian dog… hmrr...’
‘That must have been my parents; they own this farm,’ Birdy exclaimed. The tree, sounding bastardly ancient, would reply ‘No one owns the earth, my dear; the earth must simply be.’ Being of a very old age, with many
rings around its belt, the tree often forgot the stories that it shared as it was sharing them, and Birdy (despite the
voice) found this notion very interesting and lead the tree back to this particular statement whenever she saw the
chance.
Until the grapple of winter woke the cold and extinguished everything, an occasional summer would pass
through a sleeping autumn and leave remnants of vanilla pods and orange peels wherever it went. The colder
months were a constant bore for the two Darla children. Through the Geography room window Birdy would
watch the squirrels chase each other, while Rupert would be at home slumped over his bed, waiting for Birdy
to return. He would sniff and scratch, and sometimes snort when a strong breeze would rap at the window or
chamber door. Monday to Friday would remain in a state amongst the petrified saffron leaves, smothering the
common coiling centipedes that littered the country paths.
Some days were made to be abominable, although Birdy, being of a better nature than her classmates, suffered

more. Unable to feign interest or understand the enjoyment they found in Monday monologues of weekend drinking and Friday promises of heavy petting, she kept herself away. It was as if, in some sense, the magic of youth had
been stolen from them without their knowledge — but Birdy knew. She sat in the second row of the classroom
smiling at teachers, seeped in fractions and stewing in the English grammar system, oblivious to the possibility
that her time was also being conditioned.
It was this distancing combined with the macabre outside that would tweak at her. Even the children’s
daily turn around the fields lost some of its enjoyment. With beauty being a saving grace, though, both Birdy and
Rupert were still able to appreciate the phantasmagorical look of frosty covered plains, drains and streams — particularly Rupert. He would regularly run off to nuzzle droppings and leave his Birdy standing about holding his
beaver-brown lead and half-chewed tennis ball. In spite of the bitter air of late autumn, Birdy, the sweet creature,
would still visit her ancient friend. She would sit at his feet, laugh at his bush jokes and clutch her Rupert for added warmth as he nuzzled into the red scarf that lapped at her earlobes.
‘I’m worried about her, Ajay.’ Arthur said. ‘She sits there, in the chill, laughing with Rupert and that tree.
Trees are not witty; they warm houses.’
‘Yes dear,’ Ajay replied. She continued balancing the books and Arthur gazed through the window into
the setting darkness. In one corner of the room, the wood burner crackled and licked its lips, supping on a quiet
Thursday evening.
As it stood, Birdy was never theatrical — but tried to be. She met Bean on a semi-ordinary day, in a very grey
autumn. Bean sat next to her on the second row. At first, the new girl believed that Birdy was an alien life form
communicating with the mother ship through the use of open-eyed meditation, but when she exploded back into
humanity upon catching Bean’s bewildered glare, Bean realised that she was simply mad.
‘Did you know that the honeypot ant can increase the size of its abdomen to a point where it actually incapacitates itself? It then acts as a food store for the remainder of its colony’. Birdy smiled graciously, unaffected by the
mounting awkwardness. She moved on with her statements. ‘You have a very plain nose. Not in a bad sense — it’s
just very plain. Sie sollten meines Vaters sehen, es ist wie einen großen Sechs.’ At this, Bean laughed. The dimming
lights of the other students’ eyes shone at her in the semi-lit classroom, and she attempted to bring her volume
back to the recommended level of ‘film time’ whisper.
They were further interrupted by a stubbly teaching assistant, who praised their understanding of arthropods, anthropology, and the ‘Kraut tongue’ but really did feel that it was a conversation best saved for after Geography. So they became still and focused on land mass and alluvia, as condensation smeared its clammy face along
the windows, hiding the outside and the things that played in the treeline.
Before the end of the day, Birdy and Bean had solidified their friendship. Birdy invited the latter to go exploring
together and to read stories of sun-consuming harlequins. However, before their retreat into the fields and thickets, the chubby, worn-looking review teacher Mrs Artemisia cut their planning time short.
‘Beatrice Darla, please do not speak whilst I am addressing the class. That goes for you too, Mrs Greer. Rudeness
will not be tolerated on the 1st day or the 331st day in this classroom, so let’s start as we wish to continue.’ Her
tongue hissed like a burst water pipe through the entanglement of hamster hair that fringed her face. ‘Now! If I
may… to all those who walk near, or live close to, the Forest Road area: please be careful when making your way
home this evening, as we’ve had reports from the police and the PTA that travellers have been seen wandering the
nearby villages. Now, these people are not considered—’
‘The gypos are coming! The gypos are coming!’ A sparky little blonde named Lisle had spun upwards, knocking over his Adidas water bottle containing half a bitter shandy and sparking a crescendo of chorused laughter
throughout the classroom. He was told to wait behind at the end and the rest were told to go home.
Looking back, it seemed almost inevitable to Bean that they would run into those people pottering the world, but
at the time it seemed almost unimportant to consider what effect they could have. Birdy and Bean skipped home,
singing old Irish songs, speaking about odorous little brothers and trees who could parley.

Some say the devil is dead, the devil is dead, the devil is dead,
Some say the devil is dead and buried in Killarney.
More say he rose again, more say he rose again, more say he rose again,
And joined the British army.
After all the conversation on lurcher-like brothers and brother-like lurchers, they found themselves at Birdy’s
farm. They had wandered only a little way through the back gate when they saw something peculiar pressed up
against an old-looking tree. It was a man, well-shaped and tall, with a wispy grin. His short bronze hair sat underneath a plum bowler complemented by a silk, saffron tie. The paisley shirt around which it hung was worn
at the neck and slumbered beneath a tired purple blazer and an equally knackered pair of trousers. Neither girl
would later remember what shoes the man wore, but they were doubtless caked in turned earth. From a distance, they watched him whispering to the trees, and upon spotting the girls he took off his hat and bowed. He
smiled at them menacingly, but a sun burst had snuck through the deep, dark, denim clouds above and given
some sensitivity to his aspect. Soon they would find out that this drainpipe of a man was the host of a very big
party, and his name was Herr E. Idegger.
‘Allo, which one of you is the little girl that my friend here speaks so very fondly of?’ he began saying
whilst patting the ash. Birdy and Bean stood silently for a time, wary of the foreign man.
‘Please, I mean no harm. My friends and I were passing close by your wood. And it just so happened that upon
the wind rapping, I heard a voice stem from the zephyrs. So, I took a turn and found myself at the foot of your
old tree, and it was then that you caught me while it was halfway through telling a story’.
Bean wondered where Birdy’s parents had got to and how long they would take to return home. After a while
of very nervous chatting, the evening fell heavily and Rupert began to bark, signalling the return of Birdy’s
parents. As quick as a flash, the man who had spent the last hour or so cross-legged and pressed up against the
bastardly ancient tree was on his feet and darting into the wood. However, before reaching its bristly opening
he turned back to the children and pointed towards a hill that peeked out of the treeline like a nipple.
‘You must come to our party tonight, we could not have it without you. Both of you’. He smiled his dark
smile while stars began peacefully twinkling above his head and started off again. Birdy turned in some sort of
stupor that could only be put down to inherited madness.
‘We are going.’
Bean watched Birdy masterfully handle her father in a way that only a daughter could. Any rebuttal
from Mr Darla was defeated almost instantly — ‘I’m staying at Bethany’s, stop being controlling’ — and just
like that, they were diving into the wood. They waved goodnight to Rupert, who was pressed up against his
window, whimpering to an unseen spectre. They were halfway through the wood and approaching the hill, but
already the heat and pulse of the travellers vibrated the world. The night danced to unshackle itself from the
day.
When they finally arrived at the base of the hill, Birdy and Bean were caught in a tide of colours, feathers, sounds and smells. People step-step-stepped past them. Old Serbs with golden drapery wandered around
playing gusles. Maroon-skinned Indian boys ran shirtless, wild-eyed, in white linen. Oriental women slithered
through the crowds like the dark patterned snakes that contorted along their breasts. Turquoise African dragon-men breathed stink through the fields. Steel drums ebbed and swayed as all enjoyed the sweaty touch of
each other. Dutch men and Irish fortune-tellers sat in their silver, blue, green and orange stripes, accentuating
their dazzling blue eyes and dirty, blonde buns. Pitch-coloured men with darker clotted hair fumbled about,
with their dark red eyes distinct among the smiling faces. On seeing Bean’s reaction to their oddness, the dapper guide simply said ‘The stars can only twinkle in the darkness’. The spectacle continued. He could charm the
world with wit and double-talk. What he seemed to be and who he could assume were in a continual state of
flux.

Fairs, fêtes and galas had nothing on the travelling circus that so willingly exposed itself there in country.
‘This life is for us to enjoy; in my next life I shall regret,’ he continued. ‘Tonight you have danced and drunk and
been dazzled by us, and we are grateful for your company’. He raised his arms and, placing his hands on their
adolescent shoulders, announced ‘From henceforth! You are members of our great party.’ He swung Birdy by
the waist, dancing round the campfire that whipped on top of the hill. ‘You and I shall be the voice of the trees,
from the great oak to the tiny sapling.’ He was on a roll. ‘And, my dear Mrs Greer, you shall speak on behalf
of us — the mad and deplorable few — to make sure our words are never perverted by those people who lack
thought.’
The night continued and the wagons made no sign of dissipating, so the girls made their way back
through the woods as the sun began to rise from the gullet of the night.
‘They’re up here! I can hear the music!’
The girls were only halfway through the woods when they saw the lights of torches pushing through the
cornucopia of trees, which were coupled with the sound of voices. Suddenly, without realising, they were under
the shrinking shadow of Mr Darla. He took one look at them and, with one strong whiff, tightened his jaw and
set on towards Birdy and Bean’s comrades. As the men filtered past, the sideways looks of parents labelled the
girls as ‘banditos’. They could hear the music still leaking down behind them, but the girls stayed absolutely still
until stolen by Birdy’s mother.
The parents pushed through, smelling the fried fish and meats that emanated from ahead, but as they
approached the base of the hill, the noises doused into an early morning cricket. Other than two ginger foxes
that nuzzled kebab-soaked roach paper, the field was empty.

This was how I came to know Beatrice Anne Darla, a friend who, to this day, sends me postcards of old trees as
she travels the world. I have 76 in total now, and the last was sent from our old home in the Kent countryside.

Springtime was glorious: perfumed air shifted restlessly throughout the day, and an old ash tree was taking a
well-deserved nap.
‘Mr Tree, Mr Tree, by any chance do you talk?’
The old tree replied saying that it did indeed talk.
‘
‘Well then Mr Tree, you must tell stories. My grandmother says that all old things tell the best stories?’
So the tree told the young boy a story about a sister ash who sued a middle-aged wood pigeon for rent
arrears. Right at the end, though, the boy seemed lost and said very quizzically ‘But my grandmother said that
“no one owns the earth, the earth must simply be?”’
The bastardly old tree chuckled a bastardly old laugh and asked what the young man’s name was, and
the boy replied ‘Albas’. The tree, being very well-versed in its Latin names, smiled at the young boy and it was
then that it noticed something very peculiar but most beautiful about him. He had bright carmine eyes. It was
these eyes that triggered a thought in the old tree and forced him to gasp (which trees hate to do).
‘Oh! I know just the story to share with you’.
The boy waited a while for the ancient tree to begin but it seemed as though the decrepit thing was falling asleep.
‘Mr Tree, Mr Tree, what was the story you were going to share with me?’ It was then that the old tree
wheezed and spoke softly.
‘My boy, I was asking myself that very question’.

By Jaye Williams

Disembodied alien limb,

Instalment

Invited into human space.
A screaming void in limbo.
Stretched across the square
Pointing at surfaces wrought from earth
And old pensioner buildings resting in chairs,
Amused by their grandchildren’s toy.
Plastered on the underside,
Unseen inquisitive handprints
On industrial white. Prostrate
Against Grey and Brown bricks.
Reflected in windows, behind people on steps,
Below splattered, stone Victoria.
The horse hair of a bow paused on a note,
Hovering in café Nero’s window;
A city on fire at last.
Ashes fall,
Alighting on the smooth surface,
Open only to the sky;
A playground for the free.
Eyes peer down on the people
But the people aren’t looking at them.
Jutting across the iris it dissects the view,
A metallic paint stroke across an oily landscape.
‘Is this the future?’
Some snear,
Some revere.
But all come to witness
The intruder in the everyday,

by Tim Goodfellow

Unavoidable in its rarity.
Inconvenient
Explosive
Knowable
Magnetic.

The Voice of
Artland Rising
San Isidro district, Lima, Peru
The present day.
The children struggled. The children were happy. The children were happy as they struggled. Being tied up together in the trunk of the car made them struggle. The drink and drugs they had been given made them happy.
The light made them stop struggling. The light made them look. Looking made their eyes hurt. Like moths it
drew them in.
Without a word the man picked them up from the trunk and told them to stand. One, two, three, they
stood shaking the life back into their legs. If the children’s eyes had adjusted they would have seen the man look
across the garage to a second man, who smiled and looked to the sky. The first man returned his smile and returned to the car. The chasqui was on his way again.
The second man told the children to follow. The children followed. The second man told the children
to get into the lift. The children got into the lift. The second man pressed a button in the lift. The lift began to
ascend. The children got nearer to heaven.
Maximum Security Prison, El Callao Naval Base, San Juan de Lurigancho, Callao, Peru.
The philosopher closed his eyes as the door behind him shut. Dressed in prison issued black and white striped
jumpsuit and with the form of an ascetic medieval friar he paused in contemplation. Ahead of him along a dank
corridor another door opened. Light from outside hit his face before the salty sea air filled his nostrils. Bent by

the decades in his cell he shuffled forwards. The guard by his side went to support. The cold steel gaze the guard
received in return made him snap to attention. ‘Discúlpeme Señor Gonzalo, I was only trying to help.’
Knowing the terror his scrutiny gave the guard Gonzalo broke into a smile. His frail hand lifted to the
face of the guard in a fatherly cupping of the cheek.
‘You were only trying to help Diego. This is good. I remember those who help me.’ A pause pregnant with
menace as the professor pinched Diego’s cheek, ‘and I remember those who don’t.’ The father who could forgive
could also beat. They moved towards the light, the philosopher shuffling, Diego stooping to hear.
‘Tell me, Diego, how is Rosa? She and the baby are well, yes?’
‘Si, Señor,’ Diego replied, getting chills by being in the philosopher’s presence ‘and thank you for the gift.’
Gonzalo stilled: ‘Good, good. You must give Rosa my love and Maria of course. A good Catholic name,’
he sneered, ‘now fetch my gift, Diego. Vamos!’
‘Si, Señor,’ and Diego was gone. Fucking puta. These are the bumbling fucks I have to deal with. They
could at least make it hard for me. Amusement, give me amusement. I pine for amusement. Of the dance, of
people and events. What I miss most are new memories. Standing at the exit he moved his head to take in a gust
from the Pacific. Breath. The stark fresh clear air emptied his mind. Like a dog sniffing the air he recognized the
different smells; behind the salt and the sand lay the putrid ring of the latrines behind the drab beige concrete
and adobe blockhouses that surrounded the courtyard. If shit was worth anything the poor would be born without arseholes.
Steps from behind. So long had he been there that he knew the footsteps of all his visitors. From his hurried footsteps this was Diego and as Diego began opening his mouth, the professor barked, ‘My cigarettes?’
‘Si, Señor’ Diego said with amazement, he had thought he had been quiet. He handed the pack over. Gonzalo took one out and lit it, taking the smoke deep into his lungs, immediately doubling over in a hacking cough
that made his eyes water and his head thump to the beat of the cough.
He sat back. ‘Life, if it’s to be enjoyed must always give us pain, Diego. Your baby gives you such joy, her
birth gave your Rosa much pain. And her conception, you at least, much pleasure.” Laughing at his own joke he
began to cough, ‘God’s a bitch’ he phlegmed onto the floor.
Diego shuddered at the blasphemy. Behind his watery eyes the philosopher smiled from the corner of his
mouth casting a shadow of condescension over his words. ‘The Lady is here?’
‘I’ll check, Señor.’
‘Yes, yes run along and give my regards to Rosa she’s been in a lot of pain recently.’
Gonzalo shifted his position and shifted his thoughts to Diego. Little fucker shitting his pants; torn between the
pain his God can inflict in the next world and the pain I am capable of in this. Love is always the weakness. Testicles may give life, but they also give pain. Laughing again spying the guards watching him on the towers surrounding the four corners of the yard. You think you know me, you watching down on me all hours, for all days.
You study my routine you think knowing when I shit means you know me. ‘Fuck you!’ he took visual aim at the
corners. ‘Fuck you! Fuck you and Fuck you!’ You know when I shit but I know you, Dario, I know where you live.
I know where your mistress lives, I know who she’s thinking of when you put that tiny cock in her. My unseen
eyes are always watching. Know me fuckers, you have no idea of the kind of shit that from today I will start to
drench you putas in. Poor putas, my poor fucking putas.

Overhead, white streaks against the pale blue sky as planes made their final approach to Lima’s Jorge
Chávez International Airport. The gateway to peoples’ pathways to the future; the hub airport of Latin America’s
Pacific coast and from there to the high Andes of the descendants of the Inca with their Quechan language, and
over the mountains to the dark mysterious rainforest of the Amazon and the Aymara spoken by the peoples of
the selva. Costa, sierra and selva, timelessness itself. Yet how much blood had been spilt in their conquest? And
how much Gonzalo went up the bars of the cage that enclosed his exercise space with the bare white plastic table
and two chairs in the centre. Each bar protects the world from me. Moving to the chair, then sitting. An ostentatious laugh, they think that steel can contain me? Only a prisoner is truly free. Free of outside ego, the prisons of
false consciousness. My mind will never be conquered and you, you bastard, now staring at the Yugoslav’s block
opposite, you will never destroy what’s in me. Pointing a finger to his temple. What’s in here can never be destroyed. The hand through thinned hair remembering the years gone by. The years, the lives lost, the time gained.
What was once the caterpillar is now the pupa and soon will fly. Leaning forward he spat between his legs ‘Putas’.
He felt in a place far removed from his own, a world that weighed him down with its intricacy, among

though, in his long blue-grey coat, black V-necked jumper and brown jeans, willed the snaking line to slow, to
stop. To cross the threshold into Peru would mean no going back. The line contained all of humanity. Peruvians from the mountains with their worldly possessions, bearded hipsters, the jihadis of modern middle-class
wankerdom eagerly checking-in and updating statuses on Facebook and taking selfies. Matthew looked down at
them with contempt wanting to put the bomb into photobomb. Sometimes you can spend so much time looking
at your phone you forget about the beauty all around you. Be sure to Google that, you cunts.
The snaking queue moved along the branches one by one until Mathew was showing his passport to the
officer in the booth.
‘Buenas tardes.’
‘Buenas tadres,’ Said the customs man as unimpressed as he could be, ‘Senor Matthew James?’
‘Si.’
‘What is the purpose of your visit?’ Matthews’s rather insufficient attempt at Spanish was ignored.
‘I used to teach here,’ Matthew added for commentary, ‘I’m visiting friends.’ Well, one friend in particular.

people whose hatred and fear of him were never hidden. The bland towers that surrounded him oppressed him;
the whole unheeding life of a high-security prison cast him into the horrible gloom of isolation and pygmyish
unimportance. No more, he thought to himself, I will not succumb to despair. Soon I will find the antidote for
the emptiness of my existence. They do not know who is mine and who is theirs.
Staring through the bars of his cage at the guards marshalling their antipathy across the compound. To
the blockhouse to his left. The Montenegrin was there. The man who had put him here. The man responsible for
the massacre at La Cantuta when the Grupo Colina death squad had burst into a university hall and kidnapped,
raped and shot ten students and the professor they found there. The President’s friend. The President’s right hand
man, the murderer. How the masters. The families had turned on the Montenegrin. The old families. The oligarchs who ran Peru. The man they hired to kill became their sacrifice. Fucking Catholics, always drowning their
sins in blood sacrifice. Their arrogant self-righteousness even in their confessions so that by the end the priest is
asking them for his own absolution. He laughed. He laughed loudly. Loudly until his cough returned; ‘Putas’.
ore would be spilt?
Gonzalo could smell her perfume, always the same, always Clive Christian No 1, before he heard the
footsteps. Lighter feet, the feet of a dancer. The ballerina. He stirred inwardly where once stirrings would have
been external. How long since he had had an erection? She came over behind him and kissed his meagre hair.
‘Tonight,’ she said. ‘He arrives tonight.’
‘And her?’
The ballerina moved around knelling by his knees and taking his frail hand said “All arranged, mi amor.”
‘Good.’ The philosopher relaxed deeply into the chair. Dragging on his cigarette and watching the sun
slowly sink out of view, long shadows falling over the compound. Long dormant stirrings from below. He felt
young again. It was time to turn the pages of History a little faster.

Five words was all it took. Five words after ten years. Five words out of the blue. Five words to change everything.
Just five words: ‘Come now. I need you.’ It was, of course, it was, from Her. Who else could it be? He replied as
compassionately as he could to another man’s loved one. When someone else’s arms had been around Her, when
before it was his arms. It was hard to be compassionate. He protested to himself. Yet he had once made a promise
to Her when they parted and again when leaving Peru for the last time, to be there for her whenever she needed
him. A blank cheque he wanted Her to cash. That is until she cashed it. That promise made an abyss inside his
stomach. The embers of love rekindled. Splendid isolation had balmed his heart, now the wound was opening.
‘A teacher?’ The short sharp jagged English of the official broke rudely into memories. Now he was noticed.
‘Professor. Of Historical Literature.’
‘And how long is your stay Senor Professor?’ The official smiled obsequiously.
‘Just a few days.’
‘Ok,’ said the official, lingering over his photo, and then stamping the passport before passing it back.
‘Enjoy your stay.’
‘Gracias.’

Lima-Jorge Chavez Airport / Callao / Lima
The queue for customs; always guaranteed to strain the patience of any traveller on any long haul flight. Matthew,

by R J Champion

Martin
Goodman:
On
HU Writers

It’s magical, the way humans have captured voice on paper. Words lie there, linked
into meaning, awaiting resonance inside a human skull.
For years I have brought some of the world’s top writers to Hull, guests of
the Philip Larkin Centre. They read their works aloud and explore their writing
process in conversation. HU Writers is an offshoot of that. A team of student writers on the university’s creative writing programmes, they are leading us back to the
days when stories were shared aloud over flickering flames. Those early storytellers
entertained, informed and bonded communities. So do HU Writers.
It’s brave, to give real voice to words you set down when alone somewhere.
Writers tend toward shyness, and while success calls on many of them to be performers it’s a challenge. They need practice. HU Writers lets emerging writers step
out and connect with live audiences, often for the first time. It’s a contact sport.
The audience responds in real time. You sense when your work is connecting – and
when it isn’t.
Hull Scribbler does the complementary job – it assembles an editorial team
and lets writers share their work in print. Some will take the chance to read pages
of this magazine aloud at its HU Writers’ Showcase launch. Others won’t. That’s
fine. Writing takes all sorts. The wonder of an event that brings the written word
and performance together, on the page and at the microphone, is that it creates
community. That’s essential, because while we might write in solitude, we don’t
write in order to be alone.

Advert?

To connect with HU writers, write to huwriters@gmail.com.

In With A Bang: Made In Hull
The 2017 UK City of Culture kicked off its 365-day programme of events with a huge
firework display on New Year’s Day and, on every evening for the first seven days, told
its story through a series of sensational installations throughout the city centre. The
Scribbler’s Adam Clifton was on hand to capture it.

As a student of the arts, a lover of culture and a huge Hull enthusiast ever since my first visit over six
years ago, few could be happier than me about our City of Culture status.
I have little doubt that more of my peers would have seen the displays had it not been so close
to Christmas. I, however — fully subscribed to the ‘You can sleep when it’s over’ mantra emblazoned
on the souvenir coffee mugs — awoke on my brother’s sofa on New Year’s Eve and promptly caught
my north-bound coach.
In With a Bang was to be the largest firework show that Hull had ever seen, designed by the
team responsible for the displays at the London Olympics and Paralympics and launched from barges
in the Humber at 20:17 precisely. 25,000 free tickets for designated viewing zones by the marina were
made available online in two allocations, and I was not alone in having waited for hours in the queue
— both times — to nab one, only to see them all snapped up long before I could sniff one. The organisers were consciously vague about the best places from which the ticketless could see the spectacle,
to mitigate unregulated crowds. It’s fair to say, though, that more than a few places in Hull have a
view of the Humber. It was all a question of where — and when.
True to form, I did not leave as early as I’d planned to. My aim was to hover somewhere near
The Deep, just outside the ticketed zone, and hope for a clear view. I had no idea how many others
had the same idea, but was fairly sure that my seven-thirty-something departure time was long after
theirs. In my usual naïve mindset, I had figured on the buses abiding by some kind of ‘Sundays and
bank holidays’ schedule, but as I power-walked my way along Beverley Road, it became clear that I
was making the three-mile journey myself. No matter: it was a trek I had made countless times due to
my shallow pockets, and I was soon closing in on the city centre.
On Prospect Street I could see spotlights dancing in the sky ahead. As I progressed, the
throngs grew
and grew and their excited voices amplified with every step. I then passed
through Queen Victoria Square, and was dazzled by light. I joined the various interweaving groups of
people — young, old, families, friends, couples and singletons — who criss-crossed their way around
the space in awe of their surroundings.
I actually hadn’t done my homework on Made in Hull at that point. In fact, I had no idea quite
what the fuss was about in that immediate area. A flip clock projected onto the wall of Ferens Art Gallery as it counted down meant nothing more to me than a possible precursor to what I was trying to
reach. The fifteen-odd minutes that dwindled on the wall seemed to match up roughly with my deadline, so I didn’t question it. My blinkered march was checked only by a sudden roar in the distance, as
if the crowds at the marina had just been pumped up by something.
‘Did you hear that roar?’ a girl nearby asked her friend. ‘Is there a football match on?’

I was no less oblivious than she was as I strode down Princes Dock Street and past the fête-like stalls
that lined it. Atmospheric music with an exciting beat inflated the overall air of excitement, which intensified with each cobblestone.
Castle Street was closed; turning left to skirt around the lucky ticketholders ahead, I dashed
eastwards along it. Before me I could see that the normally vehicle-laden Myton Bridge now bore a
huge mass of people, with all eyes fixed on the estuary. Cutting onto Blackfriargate, I virtually ignored
the installation under the bridge and darted in the direction of The Deep, which was illuminated like a
giant magenta Christmas tree. Passing the stately tidal barrier, I finally arrived.
A large inflatable cube to one side formed the Event Information Point. People were congregated on both sides of the river Hull. On my side, opposite The Deep, from the riverside walkway to the
feet of the overlooking office buildings, every available space between the estuary and where I stood
on the corner of High Street and Humber Street was occupied. Unlike Myton Bridge, which was a
black mass of heads and shoulders punctuated by bobbing smartphone lights, the pedestrian bridge
was closed by security for safety reasons.
Spotlights twirled from the jutting glass pinnacle of the famous submarium. The music could
still be heard from the city behind us, to which the chiming of bells was added. Excited chatter filled
the air. The occasional ‘Why is it 17 minutes past and not 8 o’clock?’ was matched by someone trying
to flog a ticket.
‘No thanks mate, we’ve already got our spot.’
It was quite a clear night, with a few wisps of cloud, but not overly cold. The atmosphere was
manufactured by the expectant crowd. Suddenly, two whirring drones arrived above our heads and
hovered there. Somehow, it was the signal that In With a Bang was imminent.
20:17. Still nothing. I was not the only one checking every available timepiece and wondering
what was up. A security guard’s radio crackled. ‘One minute, over,’ came the voice. This was it. Whatever the reason for the slight delay, few seemed to mind.
A short stretch of wall, about chest-height, overlooked Stage@TheDock, a relatively new
amphitheatre built in an old dry dock. The wall was vacant. Why had no-one decided to stand there?
Did they know something I didn’t? I took the chance. It had a perfect, unbroken view of the space on
which everyone’s eyes and cameras were trained, framed by The Deep on one side and C4DI on the
other and, in lieu of my tripod, it meant I could get some long exposures. I positioned myself, fiddled
with the lens, used my hat to angle it, and waited.
The radio fizzed again. ‘In 5, 4, 3, 2, 1...’
Then it started.
What words could I possibly use to make a firework display sound as exciting as it was? I
should probably let my photography tell most of it. All I can say is that it was big. It was special. It
was a fantastic show. For the first such exhibition I had seen in many years, I think it lasted a decent
amount of time, and it was certainly the largest I had ever seen. It had a tumultuous finale, as one
would expect, and once its booming echoes had died down, the air was once again filled with music
and voices.
The Deep had dimmed, the drones zipped away and the crowd began to dissipate. The footbridge reopened and people strolled back and forth across it. I lingered for a while until the swarms
departed, contemplating what I had just witnessed. I had claimed a near-perfect view without the
need for a ticket.
I made my way back up High Street and past the Mandela murals, negotiated the enormous
volume of traffic leaving the area and returned to the city centre. I caught a few glimpses of Made in

Hull along the way — synth music, lights, smoke, screens replaying In With a Bang — before it all
ended at 9 p.m.
I had forsaken the chance to take in any decent Christmas displays for a few years, but I
enjoyed my stroll around, taking in the festive trees and dancing lights in Queen’s Gardens. That
evening, between the installations and seasonal décor, I fully embraced what I can only describe as a
study in psychedelia, and an overwhelming pride to have been in Hull at that time.
That, for me, is what Made in Hull represented. Pride. The brochure suggested that the installations, running from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m., could be taken in in as little as an hour or that one could return
several times to fully appreciate them. I was in the latter camp, for New Year’s Day was the first of
four times I went into the centre that week. It encouraged people to go out and explore parts of the
city they might otherwise have overlooked, or stand where they might otherwise have strode and think
on what it means to live in this fantastic city. Of the estimated quarter of a million people who turned
out to see it, I imagine the City of Culture’s opening week made most feel the way I did.
We Are Hull by Zsolt Balogh (soundtrack by Dan Jones) — Queen Victoria Square
The first port of call for Made in Hull, in a square basking in the aftermath of its recent regenerative
work, was easily the most dramatic. A beautiful montage about the history of Hull was projected onto
the proud, stoical walls of the Maritime Museum, Ferens Art Gallery and City Hall. The countdown clock
I had seen was actually what separated each showing from the next. The dancing spotlights that had
acted as mysterious beacons ahead of me on Prospect Street were clustered around the statue of
Victoria and accompanied by the ever-changing colour of lights and smoke emanating from each of the
three buildings as the footage played.
Proud music sounded as we were
shown a ship’s propeller, shots of
buildings and industrial vignettes.
Then the tone changed as the
images became those of ominous
newspaper headlines, and the eerie
voice of Neville Chamberlain echoed
around.
‘We are at war... at war... at war...’
The lights, smoke and bombastic sound
effects evinced the feeling of the Blitz
as bombers flew across the façades, in
reference to the little-known fact that
Hull was the most heavily bombed city
in the country after London. It was spine-tingling.
Next came signs of hope amidst a change of music, and celebrating crowds were followed by
colourful film of ships, markets and psychedelic arcades. Fittingly for a city that has seen its share of
the good and the bad, the tone changed frequently. A calm wave and a dive underwater with fish and
fronds morphed into a storm before becoming peaceful falling figures and ethereal music.
The tones were upbeat again as more headlines, structures and turbines preceded a nod to
Hull’s sporting achievements, a celebratory flying of the flag and the announcement of our City of Culture status. A crescendo of confidence brought us to the climax: ‘We Are Hull’.

Arrivals and Departures by imitating the dog (soundtrack by Terry Dunn) — The Deep
One of the most rewarding displays to watch was Arrivals and Departures by imitating the dog, a touring
theatre company. Having made my way back to The Deep, where my week’s adventure began, I found a
prime spot on the riverside walkway from which to watch as the aquarium was illuminated like a beacon in
the night.
Another flip clock counted its way towards the commencement. After it reached 00:00, the first
image was of Dead Bod, as had also been the case in Queen Victoria Square. I later learned of its significance through my City of Culture volunteer training. On a jetty in Alexandra Dock, the story goes that
a drunken skipper and an engineer found an open tin of paint and daubed the image of what I will call an
‘ex-bird’, along with the words ‘dead bod’, on a corrugated wall. It became an icon of Hull and a landmark
that the city’s seafarers used as a navigational point. The outcry at the news that it would be dispensed
with for redevelopments led to the promise that it would be preserved. Its value was not lost on Hees, who
alongside his aforementioned contribution was part of the production team behind the main animations.
Arrivals and Departures fully lived up to its name. It paid homage to the scores of people from
around the world who have passed
through or come to settle here over
the centuries. As the split-flap
display began at 1800, the
stop-frame animations and other
images took viewers on a
quarter-hour journey from distant
shores, across vast continental
maps and on towards our great
city. It depicted the faces of people
from all races, cultures and creeds.
It displayed all kinds of names:
Olsen, Ahmed, Rasuli. It proudly
showed off the flags of what
seemed like every nation on Earth.
Across all this, an occasional
image would flash: paddle steamer, locomotive, jet or space shuttle.
Silhouettes walked from right to left, while the maps behind them sometimes folded themselves
into birds, butterflies or whales. Interspersed with the images, jumbled letters would appear in the same
style as the flip clock. They would switch and one-by-one spell out words, which by the end had read:
This place is built on working hands washed here by the sea; pushed by train; pulled by horse; trodden
out in days. This place is built on hopes and needs; on journeys made and dreams we dreamed. On better lives and better times; on trailing winds and changing tides. This place is built on you and me.
As the year became 2017, the maps formed themselves into a globe and the silhouettes stopped walking,
faced forwards and linked hands. The letters now read ‘Hull 2017’.
I watched Arrivals and Departures several times, and not once did my feeling of pride and joy at
the idea of all the world’s cultures coming together dissipate. I think of those Hull-born seafarers returning
and those disparate people globetrotting, and imagine how Hull was, and is, a beacon for them all.
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Embers by Jesse Kanda — High Street Underpass
The installation I had breezed past on my way to the
fireworks could be found nestled between the pillars
of the underpass where Myton Bridge straddles
High Street. There, a series of screens played footage
from the club scene in 1990s Yorkshire. A combination
of smoke machines, lights that danced and spun
through the murkiness and chiming, atmospheric
music gave off a sense of a vibrant social scene which
is hardly ancient history but nonetheless felt like a
glimpse into a forgotten past. Energised clusters of anonymous young people bounced and swung
their way through the night without a care for the future, while those in the present looked on:
people with their own memories of those nights, people who weren’t even born at the time, and the
ever-steadfast concrete stilts.
(in) Dignity of Labour by MakeAMPLIFY — Scale Lane
Scale Lane in Old Town is best known for the famous pedestrian swing bridge at the end of it.
During Made in Hull, however, the crowds were herded round to the left of the old pub, The Lion and
Key, to witness a profound statement on the building opposite.
MakeAMPLIFY’s (in) Dignity of Labour was an artful film which dealt with the hard topic of
youth unemployment and benefits sanctions. Through dance-like movement, music and sentiments,
the footage vocalised these struggles as well as offering some hope for the disenfranchised.
Through wonderful use of negative space, the loss of identity and agency for many young
people was shown through the contrast between the way their bodies were indistinguishable from
the black backgrounds and how the whiteness of their clothes and the items they handled was the
only indication of their presence. When they took their uniforms off, they became invisible.
The monotony of manufacturing played out in grainy images on the brickwork high above
us. It conveyed the regimented nature of grunt work through a figure stacking his white blocks and
showed his frustration by having them all tumble. However, throughout this bleakness weaved a
sense of something else on offer, accented by the modern beat of the music, as rubble was displaced by a saxophone and the lines of workers gave way to figures seated on different levels, bobbing along to the tunes in their headphones.

Jane Gibson is a director, Vice Chair of ‘Spirit of 2012’ and Chair of ‘Visit York.’ She is an alumna of
the University of Hull, having studied Drama.
Taylor Han is a literature student from California. He studied abroad for a year at the University of Hull
where he drank too much and had a pretty sweet time.
Demi Ward is an artist and creative writer originally from the East Midlands. She is in her first year at
University studying English Literature and so far has been the exposure to new and inspirational texts.
She has been drawing and writing since she was a young child, making it her goal to improve and
inspire with everything she creates.
Jaye Williams is an English student from Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
Tim Goodfellow, a third year English student, is the Chief Editor of the Hullfire.
R J Champion is a writer and poet currently working on his first novel entitled ‘Shining Paths.’He is a
leader in international education. Previously a Head of Sixth Form in Prague prior to which he taught
in Peru, Jordan, Tanzania and the UK, Rob has also lectured in History Education at the University
of Exeter. Originally from Exeter in England he now lives in Beverley, East Yorkshire and is currently
completing a MA in English at the University of Hull.
Martin Goodman is a Professor of Creative Writing at the University of Hull, as well as being the director of the Philip Larkin Centre for Poetry and Creative Writing. He has created ‘HU Writers,’ a group
aiming to showcase work written by University of Hull students.
Adam Clifton is from Buckingham, but loves the University of Hull so much that he applied here as
an undergraduate twice. He graduated in January with a BA in Creative Writing & Film Studies and
is currently taking an MA in English. Since the age of nine, he has wanted nothing more than to write
for a living. A great lover of alt-history and parallel worlds, he aims to write no fewer than seventeen
novels, all set in a city with striking similarities to Hull. Adam is also an editor for The Hull Scribbler.
Editors
Ashleigh Lawson is a third year English student from Warrington. She hopes to work in event or exhibition management and has been a part of The Hull Scribbler for three years.
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